
Hybrid Hook Survey Summary

Tire Model (AR25 Disc)

Tire Size (AR25 Disc)

Feedback on Tire Installation (AR25 Disc)

"Really excellent. So much better than hookless rims I've used before. They  

are also easier to dismount than hookless designs."

"Tire installation seems similar to hooked rim. No experience with hookless."

"I've found tires to have a very loose fit on this rim. I was able to mount  

tires without the use of any tire lever,but the loose fit prevented me from  

seating any of the tires I've tried via a floor pump."

"It was difficult to get the tire seated in the rim bed." "Easy no Problems."

"didn't notice a difference" "Appropriately tight. Inflated easily."

"Ok. No issues." "Normal." "Slightly harder,but this maybe the tyres."

"Straight forward.""Easy install,no tire levers needed" "Easy."

"Easy to install" "No issues at all" "easy" "Not that different."

"Compared to hooked rims it is about the same."

"Painless. Popped into bead first air shot,use bead wax,too." "Easy."

"Difficult, but all handmade Challenge tyres are difficult to install."

"Easy" "Easy. Much easier than GP5000 25mm on my AR46."

"Fine. No issues. Similar to hooked" "Easy tire installation."

"Cannot comment as LBS installed for me" "Easy."

"can´t tell,dealer who built the wheel was installing it,but he didn`t  

complained,so I guess it was alright" "about the same."

"It was super easy,nothing Special about the Process. Everything  

worked fine"

"Easy." "Was absolutely ok, no issues." "Normal."

"first was really hard,but then i push the tire well to the center and  

It was lot easier"

"I had to use some more rim tape than usual,otherwise really smooth."

"Great,no issues."

"Everything went pretty smoothly. The only direct comparison I can make was  

with a set of vitoria zeros,which went on more easily that the old hooked rim I  

have run them on before. I was particulary pleased with the challange install, I  

had heard those can be a struggle, and it took me a while to figure out how to  

wrangle the flat shape, but once I got the hang of it they rolled into place more  

easily than most other tires I have tried."

"Unknown,mechanics installed."

"Setup was very easy,just needed to double check rim tape." "tres bien."

"No problems." "Good." "very easy with your rims.""Same as other rims."

"Simple,no real noticeable difference good or bad."

"It was easy regardless compared to hooked or hookless."

"I didn't notice the difference."

"Easy"

"Comparable to hookless, way better than hooked"

"Easy."

"Easy." "Easy."

"Easy."

"Trouble free,and as easy as other rims." "Easy." "Very easy"

"Easy." "Same installation procedure and ease." "Easy."
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Feedback on Tire Installation (XC924)


